Abstract
This study reports on the perceptions and opinions of Doctor of Optometry students regarding use of student learning objectives (SLOs), prediction of exam questions based on SLOs, use of SLOs by teachers, helpfulness of SLOs, and alignment of exams with SLOs. From the teachers' perspective, this study reports on the perceived difficulties of constructing SLOs, their actual use, delivery of information about them, and instructions to students about using SLOs. A majority of students utilize lecture-based SLOs for exam preparation and report SLOs are most valuable when they are specific and linked to exam questions. Most faculty find writing SLOs easy and the majority linked their exam questions to SLOs.
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Background
The concept of student learning outcomes, also known as student learning objectives (SLOs), behavioral objectives, learning goals, goal focusing, or relevance instruction, has been discussed in higher education for many decades. SLOs are short statements directing students’ attention to the salient points that the teacher wants them to master from lectures, reading assignments or other learning materials and activities. Setting student learning outcomes is the first step in a five-step process of making changes to a course to improve student achievement. This is followed by the teacher referring to the outcomes during each class and writing assessments that directly link back to the learning outcomes. Benefits are gained when students test themselves utilizing the lecture-specific learning objectives as they prepare for examinations.

In Academic Year 2015-2016, Western University of Health Sciences College of Optometry launched the student learning objectives (SLOs) initiative. The SLOs initiative required faculty to provide to students learning objectives for each and every lecture. In contrast to course learning outcomes, which define on a macro level what students should be able to do at the end of a course, lecture-specific SLOs define what students should be able to do at the end of a lecture (topic), the instructional intent being at a more micro level. A number of observational and experimental studies have demonstrated the usefulness of objectives to enhance the depth of learning, or the efficiency of discovering what should be learned. If the instructor can articulate what he or she wants students to gain from various learning opportunities, students can either acquire those facts, skills or attitudes at a higher level or acquire them more efficiently than students whose learning is not influenced by SLOs. Often, teachers inform students of expectations in a course and the means by which students can achieve the learning outcomes by including learning outcomes in their syllabi. When SLOs are incorporated into a syllabus, they can be taken directly from the syllabus as a learning resource for each class meeting.

As part of ongoing faculty development, faculty members were provided with specific guidelines, rubrics and advice to facilitate the construction of high-quality SLOs (Appendix A). The SLOs were based on a pyramid of learning outcomes. The foundation of the pyramid is the eight Western University of Health Sciences Institutional Learning Outcomes (ILO). These are aligned with 27 Program Learning Objectives (PLO), which are based on the desired Attributes of Students Graduating from Schools and Colleges of Optometry promulgated by the Association of Schools and Colleges of Optometry in 2011. Each of the 27 PLOs serves as the foundation for Course Learning Outcomes (2 to 5 per course credit hour, a required part of each course syllabus), which form the basis for the requirement of 3 to 6 SLOs provided by each instructor for each hour of lecture. Faculty were advised to include the lecture-specific learning objectives in the first slide of each lecture. If faculty incorporated SLOs into the syllabus, for each class meeting the SLOs could be taken directly from the syllabus as a student learning resource. Finally, in the ideal case, the instructor aligns every examination item with one of the lecture-specific SLOs. The ultimate objective of this initiative is to enhance students’ knowledge, skills and attitudes, as articulated in the PLOs and ILOs.

A year after the initiation of the student learning objectives initiative, the effort is highly successful. Virtually all lectures include learning objectives. We now seek to better understand how students and faculty are using the SLOs. The specific aims of the project are: (1) increase understanding of how graduate health professional students utilize lecture-based SLOs in their examination preparation, (2) increase understanding of the process and obstacles in having faculty include SLOs for every lecture, and (3) measure how well the course assessments reflect the SLOs in terms of percentage of test questions.

Methods
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All didactic courses administered in the fall of 2015 for the first, second and third years of the Doctor of Optometry curriculum were evaluated for inclusion of student learning objectives for every lecture. Courses with student learning objectives for every lecture were included in the study. Student learning objectives were identified from review of lecture materials posted on the college’s course management system. Sixteen of 18 courses met the criteria.

One study investigator performed an independent evaluation of all exam questions and SLOs for each of the 16 courses to identify the following parameters: total number of SLOs, number of SLOs tested, number of test questions not linked to a SLO, and number of questions for each SLO.

Courses covered various disciplines, including basic biomedical science, vision science and clinical science. We utilized a mixed method research method. Two surveys were developed, a student survey and a faculty survey consisting of qualitative and quantitative questions. The student survey asked if students used the learning objectives, liked using learning objectives and found them beneficial for test preparation. The faculty survey asked how they utilized lecture SLOs in their courses, and what if any obstacles they encountered in writing SLOs. Questions asked in the survey were specific only to courses students had already completed that had listed student learning objectives.

The study received approval from Western University of Health Sciences’ Institutional Review Board. The participants were provided a description of the study and informed consent was assumed if the participants completed the survey. Survey participants were informed their participation was voluntary and they could withdraw at any time without retribution. All participants were assured their responses would be kept confidential and data would be reported in aggregate form in future presentations and publications. The surveys were administered via e-mail to students and faculty from March 1 through March 30 to accommodate absences from campus during spring break. All courses included in the survey were completed during the prior fall semester. The questionnaires included both closed and open-ended questions to provide an understanding of perspectives as well as to corroborate the findings of the survey results. The student survey was administered online via Qualtrics to all first-, second-, and third-year students (n=244) enrolled in the courses included in the study. The faculty survey was administered online via Qualtrics to faculty (n=13) who teach the courses included in the study. Faculty members were asked in their survey to select ordered responses on a five-point Likert scale in response to how difficult or easy it was to write student learning objectives for their respective courses. The survey also prompted faculty to provide comments to the questions, but comments were not mandatory.

Students were asked to select ordered responses on a three- and five-point Likert scale for five questions that included whether they used SLOs in exam preparation, if SLOs were included in their courses, and whether they were able to predict exam questions from the SLOs provided. The student survey also asked for comments about their learning experiences in the courses that included student learning objectives for each lecture. A simple descriptive analysis was used to report the results of the quantitative portion of the survey. A qualitative method of content analysis was used, classifying texts referencing distinct ideas with code names and grouping similar codes to define themes. The clustered frequencies were grouped as themes describing the range and relative weighting of students’ comments. The aim was to illustrate and complement the results of the quantitative analyses using corroboration to confirm the consistency of students’ perception.

**Results**

The response rate for the student survey was 82.8% (N=202) and the response rate for the faculty survey was 100% (N=13), resulting in a representative sample of respondents.

**Student survey**
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Students were asked to respond to survey questions about SLOs provided in their courses on the ordered Likert scale. Figures 1 and 2 show the results. Figure 1 shows the responses to the first three questions. Figure 2 shows the responses to the last two questions condensed into three categories from five.

Student survey comments

A total of 96 comments were received. Three themes revealed included the usefulness/non-usefulness of SLOs, the non-use of SLOs and non-alignment of test questions to SLOs. The following are highlights from the survey relative to these themes. Thirty-nine students stated that when the SLOs were provided they were helpful, albeit in some courses more than others. Their comments indicated that the learning objectives provided were a useful guide for studying and exam preparation. Nine students stated the SLOs were not useful or helpful. Their comments indicated that the SLOs provided were too general and/or too broad. Ten students indicated they did not use the learning objectives provided. There were 19 comments related to test materials not being aligned with learning objectives provided. A sample of students’ verbatim comments captured through written responses and relative to these themes is provided in Appendix B.

Faculty survey

Table 1. Faculty responses to questions relating to writing SLOs were captured. Forty-six percent reported that it was easy or very easy; 23% reported it was neither difficult nor easy; and 31% reported that it was difficult or very difficult to write SLOs. Faculty responses to four yes-or-no questions are shown in Table 1.

Faculty survey comments

The second part of the survey prompted faculty to provide comments related to obstacles in writing SLOs, which they identified as determining the key content vs. the outline, the level of detail to include in the objectives, and selecting the best level of Bloom’s Taxonomy to use. Seven faculty members also shared comments about writing SLOs and using them in exam construction. They shared their perceptions about SLOs, how they wrote SLOs, and they provided some reflections about writing SLOs. Verbatim comments are provided in Appendix B.

Review of Learning Objectives and Exam Questions

The results from a review of all test questions and how they matched with SLOs for all 16 courses are summarized in Table 2. Courses varied from 2 to 4 credit hours. The total number of SLOs for each course ranged from 8 to 183, with an average of 87.8. The percentage of SLOs tested (i.e., there was at least one exam question matched to each SLO) ranged from 26% to 100%, with an average of 63.5%. The total number of test questions per course ranged from 87 to 159, with an average of 101 questions. Of these test questions, the percentage of test questions linked to at least one SLO ranged from 91.7% to 100% with an average of 97.9%. The average number of questions per SLO tested was 2.7, with a range of 1.2 to 12.8.

Discussion

First study aim

The first aim of this study was to further our understanding of how graduate health professional students utilize lecture-based student learning objectives in their examination preparation.

This is the first study to document the use of lecture-specific student learning objectives in a Doctor of Optometry program, and only one of three studies to examine use of SLOs in an active classroom setting. Our study found 87.6% of optometry students utilized lecture-specific SLOs to prepare for examinations either always or sometimes, and 12.4% did not. A study involving medical students that included four years of preclinical and clinical courses included only course learning outcomes, without any lecture-specific SLOs. In that study, 53% of students agreed course objectives helped them to pass tests. A study involving optometry students found 19 of 22 students (86%) who were surveyed utilized the objectives in learning, including for self-testing; however, the results were based on use of objectives in a course manual for one course only, and response rate was low.

In our study, 49% of the students who reported utilizing SLOs for exam preparation found SLOs useful, while 15.4% did
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not. A similar percentage (50.5%) of students reported the exams were aligned with the SLOs. Students found most helpful those objectives that were not too general or too vague, consistent with other studies. Additionally, 90% of students predicted possible questions on the exam based on the SLOs provided in each lecture. In other words, objectives that are specific and exam questions that are directly linked to those objectives are the ones students find most helpful in guiding learning. By ensuring SLOs and exam questions are aligned, faculty can drive what students study. This finding is consistent with previous findings that students’ attention to objectives and their actual utilization of provided objectives varies, with a direct positive correlation to increased attention to objectives that are tested. This has implications for teaching in that the instructors’ ability to communicate to students the relevance of the lecture material (i.e., material will be tested) increases student attention and engagement which can result in increased retention of material.

The 12.4% of students who did not use SLOs for exam preparation and the 15.4% who utilized but did not find SLOs helpful in exam preparation reported several reasons: the test not reflecting the objectives, the objectives not being specific enough, and not knowing how to utilize the SLOs. The latter may indicate that students do not always choose learning strategies that benefit them, an observation others have made.

Furthermore, our study found that although 100% of faculty provided learning objectives for each lecture, only 34% of students reported professors sometimes (and 1% reported never) provided SLOs for each lecture, and 77% of students reported faculty directly highlighted to students how exam questions align with the lecture. These results point to the need for faculty to increase student awareness of the existence of learning objectives for each lecture, a point confirmed by Stark in stating student attention to objectives is necessary as a first step to utilization. Another factor to consider is whether students with certain characteristics are more likely to utilize and benefit from learning objectives for learning. Holt has reported that men (more than women) and medical students with sensing-type Myers-Briggs preferences benefited most from using learning objectives, as measured by test performance. We did not collect this information for this study.

Second study aim

The second aim of this study was to increase understanding of the process and obstacles involved in having faculty include student learning objectives for every lecture.

More faculty found writing SLOs easy (46%) than difficult (31%). Although some faculty members reported that writing SLOs was difficult, a majority of them (85%) reported no obstacles. For the 15% of faculty who reported obstacles, one was determining the appropriate level of detail for guiding student learning while not inadvertently confining the content faculty wished to teach. Faculty have previously reported similar concerns, such as feeling their autonomy is threatened or they are rushed to cover all topics to meet the objectives. Faculty comments in our study also revealed selecting the appropriate cognitive level (Bloom’s Taxonomy) for each lecture to be an obstacle. The reported obstacles support the need for more faculty training, and the assistance required by each faculty may vary. Our study is in line with others that have shown higher education faculty are not necessarily trained as teachers and may require extensive training to implement practices that enhance student learning.

Faculty may use lecture-specific learning objectives as a guide for their examination preparation, which doubles as a blueprint to assist students in examination preparation. The majority (77%) of faculty reported they implicitly informed students they will utilize SLOs for exam construction and instructed students to use the SLOs to guide their exam preparation. This was confirmed by a higher percentage (87.6%) of students who reported using SLOs for examination preparation. This is an important point because even if objectives are present, students may not implicitly know how to use them in learning, and thus faculty’s role in pointing this out to students is important. Interestingly, 15% of faculty members reported not using their SLOs to write exam questions, which matches the percentage who reported obstacles to writing SLOs. They may or may not be the same faculty members. SLOs should be broad enough only to accommodate changes in course content over time. Providing SLOs that are too general would be hard to measure and not useful in guiding students to obtain the relevant content in the course. Determining outcomes for each lecture can prove challenging and may require several attempts to properly accomplish.

Third study aim

The third aim of this study was to measure how well the course assessment test questions reflected the student learning objectives.

The number of SLOs for a single course ranged from a low of 8 to a high of 183. For a 2-credit-hour course, 90 SLOs are expected (based on a guideline of 3 learning objectives per lecture hour). For a 4-credit-hour course, 180 SLOs are
expected. That a course has only 8 SLOs likely means the objectives are too broad, and therefore less likely for students to find them useful for exam preparation.

If student course performance is measured by test performance, it is important for the test items to accurately reflect the student learning objectives. Our study found 100% of test questions were tied to at least one SLO for 7 out of 16 courses. Ninety-eight percent of the test questions were linked to a SLO for 15 of the 16 courses. The high percentage of linkage of exam questions to SLOs provides confidence to the instructors that the material tested reflects the material covered in lectures. Although only a negligible number of test questions (2%) were not linked to a SLO, on average only 63.5% of the SLOs were tested, with a high of 100% to a low of 26% for a single course. A slightly lower percentage (50.5%) of students reported the exams were aligned with the SLOs provided by instructors in each lecture. Additionally, 85% of faculty reported using their SLOs as a guide to write exam questions. Because constructive alignment of learning objectives and test items is important to ensure what is being taught is being measured, faculty whose test items are not 100% aligned with learning objectives may benefit from feedback and support.

This study demonstrates the feasibility of initiating a uniform student learning objectives initiative in an established optometry curriculum. Faculty compliance with this initiative during its first year was 89%. This contributes to the feasibility of analyzing and generalizing the study data. The high compliance rate suggests the faculty development program implemented prior to the SLOs initiative was successful in providing the necessary training in instructional approach, including how best to facilitate the incorporation of lecture-specific learning objectives for exam preparation. On the other hand, the finding that faculty assessed 63.5% of the SLOs indicates the need to provide faculty with feedback for continuous improvement of curricular content.

Strengths and limitations
This study is the first to document use of lecture-specific SLOs in a variety of basic, vision and clinical science courses in a healthcare curriculum across 3 years. Well-written lecture-level student learning objectives have important student learning benefits: they enhance student learning by directing students to the essentials, they help students to focus their study on the material teachers most want students to gain from their courses, and they assist teachers in determining appropriate content for exam questions.

One limitation of the study is that it did not evaluate how students utilized the learning objectives or whether they learned more through this process, only whether they used the objectives or not. This study also does not provide information on whether students with certain personality types are more likely to benefit from using SLOs for exam preparation. Without information on actual test performance or specific students, this study cannot directly confirm or reject these hypotheses.

Future implications
Well-written lecture-specific student learning objectives can be utilized to monitor student performance. This is accomplished by linking specific test items to stated learning outcomes and tracking student achievement. Through this process, strong SLOs can be helpful in identifying redundancies and omissions in the curriculum and for monitoring student learning.

Conclusion
Student learning objectives provided for each lecture assisted approximately 88% of doctorate-level health professions students in exam preparation. Students reported that SLOs were useful as long as they are not too general or broad. Objectives that are specific and linked to exam questions are most valuable in advancing student learning. Almost half of the faculty reported that writing learning objectives was easy, but nearly a third found it difficult, indicating a need for continuous feedback for faculty development. Our study found the majority of faculty utilize specific learning objectives for test construction, and most learning objectives are tested on exams. The incorporation of lecture-level SLOs can be impactful for student learning and is recommended as part of the curricular pedagogy for health professions curriculum. Whether SLOs actually change student learning outcomes needs further investigation.
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Appendix A

An Introduction to Bloom's Taxonomy
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